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Why CLFV & COMET? 
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Quarks, Neutrinos, and then Charged Leptons 

Charged Lepton Flavor Violation (cLFV) 

Not observed, why 
special? 

Quarks 

Leptons 

Qurak mixing, 
 2008 Nobel prize 

Neutrino oscillation,
2015 Nobel prize 

 
  

 
  



BR~O(10-54)
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Forbidden in Standard Model 

Clear signal of BSM once observed 



Pontecorvo,1947

Pursuit by continuous experiments 
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Current limits and expected future 
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process present limit future

µ→eγ <4.2 x 10-13 <10-14  MEG at PSI

µ→eee <1.0 x 10-12 <10-16 Mu3e at PSI

µN→eN (in Al) none <10-16/10-17 Mu2e /  COMET

µN→eN (in Ti) <4.3 x  10-12 <10-19 PRISM

τ→eγ <1.1 x 10-7 <10-9 - 10-10 superKEKB

τ→eee <3.6 x 10-8 <10-9 - 10-10 superKEKB

τ→µγ <4.5 x 10-8 <10-9 - 10-10 superKEKB

τ→µµµ <3.2 x 10-8 <10-9 - 10-10 superKEKB/LHCb

Latest update 
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µèe conversion 

ü  Signal: 
  monoenergetic electron  
   104.96 MeV for Al, 95.56 MeV for Au  
ü Main background：  
   Muon Decay in Orbit（10-16） 
   Radiative muon Capture 
   
    
   Radiative pion capture  

ü  No limit from random background    
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µ→e conversion: COMET(E21) at J-PARC 

l   Pulsed proton beam  
l  1011 muons/stops/sec. for 56kW  
    proton beam power 

l Curved solenoids for muon charge and  
   momentum selection  

l  C-shaped transport for better Pµ selection  

l  C-shaped detector section eliminates  
    low-E DIO electron and protons.  

1 T spectrometer Solenoid 
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COMET Collaboration  

175+collaborators, 
34 institutes 
From 15 countries 

+more 



Phased approach 
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COMET(Phase-II） 

Pion Capture Section 

Electron Spectrometer 
Transport Section 

Detector 

Aiming at 3 X 10-17, 10000 times better than the current limit 
  

Muon stopping target 
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COMET(Phase-I） 

Phase-I Detector 
A cylindrical drift chamber system(Cydet) 
for the µ→e conversion search 
A prototype ECAL and straw tube tracker 
(StrECAL) for beam and background 
studies 

Pion Capture Section 
Has a high(5T) magnetic field to collect the  
low momentum, backwards travelling pions, 
same to Phase-II, 3.2KW proton beam 
 

Phase-I Aims 
Search for µ→e conversion process with a 
S.E.S. of  3 X 10-15 

Beam and background study for Phase-II 

Muon Transport section 
Construct to the first 90 degree 

Cydet StrECAL 



What we needed  
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µ-e conversion DIO

High intensity beam  

Energy window 

High momentum resolution 
Require: 
 

Pulsed beam 
Excellent proton extinction 
Perfect background suppress 
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COMET Phase-I Detector -- CyDet 

¡  A large Cylindrical drift chamber in a 1T  solenoid magnet 
¡  Trigger hodoscope (Plastic scintillator + Cherenkov) 
¡  Excellent momentum resolution ~200keV needed 



Tracking 
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Particles curved before reach trigger,  
38% tracks after trigger will be multi-turn, 
at most 3 turns of track are hoped to be reconstructed,  
so multi-turn hits distinguish is important 
 



Cylindrical drift chamber (CDC) 
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Ø All stereo layers 
Ø He base gas 
Ø  19 layers structure 

~5,000 sense wires 
~15,000 filed wires 

Prototype chamber tests show spatial resolution 
<200µm, momentum resolution σp ~200keV/c  

Construction started in 2014 and  
completed on June 2016 
 



Pilot tracking 
¡  Two independent fitting: Osaka U. & IHEP  

� good efficiency (~20% ),  
� decent resolution (~180 keV/c) 
� Very little tail (1% DIO) 

Intrinsic Momentum Resolution 

DIO Signal 

Momentum Window Core part reso: 
 180 keV/c 

Very little tail 
DIO contamination 
controlled 

Capable for 
Phase-I S.E.S. 

•  However it’s based on many assumptions: 
•  Good initial values; 0 noise hits; ideal detector 

response; etc. 
We need to work hard to achieve it in a complete way! 
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Red: 1st turn hits 
Blue: other turns’ 
hits 

Tracking difficulty 

¡  However multiple turn hits
 makes things difficult… 
� Hits from other turns are too

 close (sometimes even closer
 due to spatial resolution &
 Multi. Scat.) to the track,
 providing many local minima. 

� Longitudinal initial values are
 difficult to get without fitting. 

•  When the track is single turn, the tracking process 
is straightforward  and a good result is expected.  
–  Decided by spatial resolution and multiple scattering 

by chamber material (supposing enough hits). 

Distance of multi-turn hits to 1st 
turn MC track (RK extrapolation) 
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Strategy 
¡  Synergy between countries 

   China, France, Japan, England, Korea,… 
 
¡  Parallel algorithm study & corporate 

¡  Traditional methods and novel ideas 
  
   Machine learning, Persistent Homology,… 
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Tracking Procedure 

Simulation 
Hit 
Selection 

Finding Fitting 

•  Signal track 
•  BG hit merge 
•  Detector 

response 

•  Evaluate each 
hit with a weight  
to indicate 
signal/noise 

•  Find tracks 
•  Find turns 
•  Decide initial 

value 

•  Fitting with 
Kalman filter 

iteration 
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Hit Selection 

•  Red: 
background 

•  Blue: signal hits 

Separation between background and signal hits is clear 
98 % of background can be rejected while keeping 99% of the 
signals，for the case of hit occupancy of 15%  
  

•  Hit selection using Gradient Boosted Decision Trees (GBDT) and 
Reweighted Inverse Hough Transform 

•  Classify hits using features: local, neighbor, Hough transform 
•  Fit track with random hit collection (RANSAC) 

 
(Imperial College of London) 
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Track Finding 1 
¡  Hough transformation 

� Clustering neighbor layer hits 
� Conformal mapping and Hough transform 
� 3D Hough transform 
� Circle fitting 

 
(IHEP) 
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Track Finding 2 
¡  Apollonius circle 
8 circles that are tangent to three  given circles in a plane 
1.Order hits by nearest distance 
2  Take 3 hits not too near  
3  Compute the 8 Apollonius circles  
4  Store Xc, Yc center and Radius of all Apollonius 
 circle in 3D accumulator,  
5  Redo with 3 new hits · · · until end.  
6  Plot distribution results (left figure)  

 

 
(LPHNE) 
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Track Finding 3 
¡  Persistent Homology in Topological Data Analysis

 (TDA) 
A general mathematical framework to encode the evolution of the topoly
 ( homology) of famillies of nested spaces (filtered complex, sublevel set, · · · ) 
 

 

 
(LPHNE) 



Track Fitting method 1 
¡  genfit2 based fitting using Kalman filtering(DAF)  
¡  Multi-turn fitting based on neighboring hits pile-up pattern  

�  “Divide” sequential hits in same layer, odd/even, first/last 90 deg
 turn 

� Make ~50 different sets of hit candidates 
� Fit for each set and keep if fit result is “good” (NDF>20) 
� Using remaining hits, repeat fit procedure 
� Compare pz of 1st and 2nd max. momentum tracks 
�  If difference of pz is smaller than 20 MeV/c, finish 
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(Osaka U.) 



Track Fitting method 2 
 

¡  Multi-turn fitting based on hit competition 
1.  Fit track with different turn hypothesis in parallel 
2.  Hits associated to at least one track and calc. assignment weight to each track 
3.  fit tracks iteratively with annealing scheme to avoid local minimum 
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The possibility of hit i assigned to track j is defined as matrix Φ 

Assignment weight of hit i to track j 

Hit assignment weight of each 
hit 

during iteration 

fitted momentum at each iteration  

measured drift circle 

fitted doca circle 
fitted track 
CDC wire 

1st turn track 

2nd turn track 

one hit associated with two tracks 

 
(IHEP) 



Track Fitting method 3 
 

¡  Initial parameter scanning by GPU(CUDA) 
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(KAIST) 



Momentum Resolution at Birth 

¡  ~60% tracks got 1st
 turn candidates with
 100% purity. 

¡   Tail exists:
 important hits lost →
 causing pz biased 
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gas mixture He:i-C4H10 
(90:10) 
position resolution ~200 µm 

Ye Yuan (IHEP) 

The core part of resolution of the total momentum is below 
200keV/c 



Computing 
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Mass simulation is essential for COMET  
for background suppress and tracking study  



Resource 
¡  CC-IN2P3 
   90 M HS06.hours on bqs  
   500TB disk space  
 
¡  Tianhe-2 Supercomputer @ SYSU 
   8 M CPU hours  

¡  TAURUS @ TU-Dresden 
   1M CPU hours 
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# file Proton/file CPU time/proton 

Tianhe-2 230 4e4 2.4   second 
IN2P3 122 8e6 2.76 second 
TAURUS 122 4e4 2.7   second 

10,000 years needed for 1 second @ 1 core 
 

8000 bunches produced by now,  
1% of 1 second beam commission 

CPU power consumption task  
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Overall background &
 performance estimate: Phase-I 
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150 days beam time needed for Phase-I 
correspond to Nµ=1.5x1016 
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Summary 

ü  CLFV has SM-free signal for New Physics  
    at low energy and complementary to other physics.  
 
ü The COMET Phase-I is aiming at S.E. sensitivity of 3 ×10－15 . 

ü Tracking and computing are the key challenges of COMET 

ü Synergy between China & France is important  
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Thanks! 
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Back up slides 
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J-PARC layout 



COMET Hall 
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Hall construct completed; 
Beamline under constructing 

Dec. 2014 Apr. 2015 

Oct. 2015 



Proton beam 
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Extinction rate reached 10-12,  
far more better than needed 

Proton Beam Monitor:  
innovative diamond detector 
First beam test for diamond prototype is ongoing @J-PARC MR 



Magnet and target 
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•  Proton target: R=13mm, L=700mm,  
                            prototype is maked 
•  Muon transport solenoid completed 
•  Pion capture solenoid is under winding 
•  Detector solenoid is assembled 



Schedule 
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Commission & Physcs 
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